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Cuddle up with a classic! In twelve needle-felted scenes and twelve child-friendly words, each book

in this ingenious series captures the essence of a literary masterpiece. Simple words, sturdy pages,

and a beloved story make these books the perfect vehicle for early learning with an erudite twist.

Budding bookworms will delight in this clever retelling of the classics made just for them!In Jane

Austen's Pride and Prejudice, meet two devoted sisters, gossip about two rich and handsome

friends, and ponder whether Elizabeth Bennet will say yes. It's a first words primer for your literary

little one!The Cozy Classics series is the brainchild of two brothers, both dads, who were thinking of

ways to teach words to their very young children. They hit upon the classics as the basis for their

infant primers, and the rest, as they say, is history. From Moby Dick to Pride and Prejudice, here are

The Great Books of Western Literature for toddlers and their parents in board book formâ€”a little bit

serious, a little bit ironic, entirely funny and clever, and always a welcome gift.
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It's not often we find ourselves truly examining or appreciating the board books that we read our

young children and babies. Usually they are either purely educational or entertainment with bright

colorful pictures usually focusing on first words, colors or some zany story. In this sense Cozy

Classics is a breath of fresh air and an idea that executes flawlessly.Taking the classics, such as



the first two available books Pride and Prejudice and Moby Dick, in twelve simple words the authors

boil down the essence of the story and distill it in an easy to understand format geared toward the

little ones. Bringing classic literature to infants would be great by itself, but the fantastic visual

accompaniment is what gives the books a distinctive look and feel.On each page you'll find

illustrations of a needle-felted variety. Various dolls and set pieces are lovingly lighted and pictured

depicting various scenes from the classic. The scenes themselves are usually set up well and clear

from just looking at them what is going on. Even the overall quality of the book itself is outstanding,

every page is heavy and completely baby slobber repellant.In another nice move the book itself is

fashioned after an actual novel. Most book boards tend to be small and square or long and

rectangular while with Cozy Classics the spine and everything about the book mimics an actual

novel. Intentional or not I found it to be a fantastic touch to an already world class experience.I have

two children, a 6 year old boy and a 4 and a half month baby girl. Pride and Prejudice was the book

I received by mail and my daughter was instantly entranced by the well done pictures of the dolls.
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